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ABSTRACT

Article History:

One of the main technological and economic challenges for an engineer is designing high-quality
products in manufacturing processes. Most of these processes involve a large number of variables
included the setting of controllable (design) and uncontrollable (noise) variables. Robust Design (RD)
method uses a collection of mathematical and statistical tools to study a large number of variables in
the process with a minimum value of computational cost. Robust design method tries to make highquality products according to customers’ viewpoints with anacceptable profit margin. This paper aims
to provide a brief up-to-date review of the latest development of RD method particularly applied in
manufacturing systems. The basic concepts of the quality loss function, orthogonal array, and crossed
array design are explained. According to robust design approach, two classifications are presented,
first for different types of factors, and second for different types of data. This classification plays an
important role in determining the number of necessity replications for experiments and choose the
best method for analyzing data. In addition, the combination of RD method with some other
optimization methods in designing and optimizing of processes including model-based and
metamodel-based methods are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
In a new comprehensive world with varieties of industrials,
rapid progress in technology cause that all company and
organization in all type of industries have to improve and
adjust their processes according to latest changes. Moreover, in
each company, flexibility is an essential matter for preserving
their productivity, efficiency and keeping their survival among
other rivals. So, companies must remain in the best condition
(flexible) among rapid progress in technology and change in
product’s specification. Therefore, most techniques and
methods have been presented to help engineers for designing
the company's processes to achieve the highest quality with at
least costs. Nowadays, one of the main techniques that have
been applied to achieve aforesaid purpose is quality
engineering. Quality engineering is an interdisciplinary science
which is concerned with not only producing satisfactory
products for customers but also reducing the total loss
(manufacturing cost plus quality loss). The Robust Design
(RD) is one of the main tools that have been used in quality
engineering (Park and Antony, 2008). The most processes are
affected by external uncontrollable factors in real condition,
which cause that quality characteristics are far from ideal
points and have variation. Figure 1 illustrates an overview of
manufacturing processes with input (also called design
factors), output (also called response factors), and noise factors
(also called environmental factors).
*Corresponding author: Amir Parnianifard, A.S.
Department of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, Faculty of
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In process robustness studies, it is desirable to minimize the
influence of noise factors and uncertainty on the process and
simultaneously determine the levels of input and control
factors which optimizing the overall responses, or in another
sense, optimizing product and process which are minimally
sensitive to the various causes of variance.(Phadke, 1989) has
defined some traits for the RD method in manufacturing
systems, consist of:
 Making product performance robust against raw
material variation. So, it allows using the wide grade of
materials and their components.
 Making product designs insensitive to manufacturing
variation in order to reduce labor and material cost for
rework and scrap.
 Designing the product least sensitive to the variation in
the operating environment in order to enhance
reliability and decrease operating cost.
 Usinga new structure of process development, thus
engineering time is used most productively.
This paper aims to provide up-to-date review through latest
development on robust product design and its application in
manufacturing systems. This paper tries to discuss how the RD
works in designing products while its contribution to
thequality subject is highlighted. The outcomes are focused to
imply the advantages of this method on the ideal function of
manufacturing processes.
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Figure 1. Manufacturing process under effect of three set of
variables

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 0
provides basic informationon robust design methodology. In
section 0 the application of robust design in different
manufacturing systems are reviewed among studies in
literature when combined with two types of model-based and
metamodel-based optimization approaches. Section 0 presents
the brief discussion over strength and weakness points of RD.
This paper is concluded in section 0.
Basic of Robust Design (RD)
The robust design methodology was introduced by Dr. Genichi
Taguchi after the end of the Second World War and this
method has developed over the last five decades. Quality
control and experimental design had strongly affected by
Taguchi as a Japanese engineer in the 1980s and 1990s.
Taguchi proposed that the term of quality should not be
supposed just as a product being inside of specifications, but in
addition to attending the variation from the target point
(Shahin, 2006). (Phadke, 1989) has defined robust design is an
“engineering methodology for improving productivity during
research and development so that high-quality products can be
produced quickly and at low cost. The idea behind the robust
design is to increase the quality of a process by decreasing the
effects of variation without eliminating the causes since they
are too difficult or too expensive to control. (Park, 1996) has
classified the major sources of variation into six categories
included man, machine, method, material, measurement, and
environment. The method of robust design is being into types
of an off-line quality control method that design process before
proceeding stage to improve productivity and flexibility by
creating
process
insensitive
against
environmental
changeability and component variations. Totally, a designing
process that has a minimum sensitivity to variations in
uncontrollable factors is the end result of robust design. The
foundation of robust design has been structured by Taguchi on
parameter design in a narrow sense. The concept of robust
design has many aspects, which three aspects among them are
more outstanding (Park and Antony, 2008):
 Investigating a set of conditions for design variables
which are insensitive (robust) against noise factor
variation
 Finding at least variation in a performance around target
point
 Achieving the minimum number of experiments by
employing orthogonal arrays
Robust design based on Taguchi approach has employed some
statistically and analytically tools such as orthogonal arrays
and Signal to Noise (SN) ratios. Furthermore, many designed
experiments for determining the adequate combination of
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factor levels which are used in each run of experiments and for
analyzing data with their interaction have been applied a
fractional factorial matrix that called Orthogonal Arrays (OA).
The ratio between the power of the signal and the power of
noise
is
called
the
signal
to
noise
ratio
⁄
(
=
).
The
larger
numerical value of SN ratio is more desirable for process.
There are three types of SN ratios which available in robust
design method depending on the type of quality characteristic,
Larger The Better (LTB), Smaller the Better (STB), Nominal
The Best (NTB). Both concepts of signal to noise ratio and
orthogonal arrays have been described by most studies after
first introducing by Taguchi in 1980s, so for more information
see (Park, 1996; Park and Antony, 2008; Phadke, 1989).
Quality Loss Function (QLF)
In practice, especially in manufacturing industries, the most
processes are affected by external uncontrollable factors which
cause that quality characteristics are far from ideal points and
have variation. Taguchi’s Robust design aims to reduce the
impact of noise on the product or process quality and leads to
greater customer satisfaction and higher operational
performance. The objective of robust design is to minimize the
total quality loss in products or processes. Robust design is the
most powerful method available for reducing product cost,
improving quality, and simultaneously reducing development
time. In process robustness studies, it is desirable to minimize
the influence of noise factors and uncertainty in the process
and simultaneously determines the levels of input and control
factors, which optimizing the overall responses, or in another
sense, optimizing product and process, which is minimally
sensitive to the various causes of variance. By employing the
information of experiments about the relationships between
input control factors and output responses, robust design
methods can disclose robust solutions that are less sensitive to
causes of variations (Nha et al., 2013). It is commonly
accepted that the Taguchi’s principles are useful and very
appropriate for industrial product design (Simpson et al.,
2001). Dr. Taguchi represented the concept of quality loss as
an average amount of total loss that compels to society because
of deviating from the ideal point and variability in responses.
Moreover, this function tries to make a trade-off between the
mean and variance of each type of quality characteristics (Park
and Antony, 2008).Figure 2 depicts the graphical concepts of
expected QLF on the classification of quality characteristics
into three different types of nominal the best (NTB), smaller
the better (STB), and larger the better (LTB).

Figure 2. The expected loss function for three types of quality
characteristics

In addition, QLF based on Taguchi’s approach for all three
types of quality characteristics are presented in below. Where
, ,
respectively are quality characteristic mean,
variance, and target and
is loss coefficient.
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The value of is computed by for NTB and STB and ∆
∆
for LTB. The quality loss coefficient
can be determined on
the basis of information about the losses in monetary terms
caused by falling outside the customer tolerance. The
coefficient
plays an important role to make the expected
loss function in monetary loss scales. In addition,
is
introduced as a cost of repair or replacement when the quality
characteristic performance has the distance of ∆ from target
point (Phadke, 1989). (Sharma et al., 2007) have proposed the
same formula for all three types of quality characteristics with
more simplicity in therelevant formulation. Their proposed
formula is based onlack of accessing target to infinity for LTB
case, in order to it is unachievable. The proposed formulation
could be replaced by all three types of expected quality loss
which mentioned in below:
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Crossed array design
Taguchi proposed a crossed design approach for arranging the
experiments in a noisyenvironment, while the process is
influenced by environmental (noise) factors (see Figure 3).

(4)
where

is equal to

when 0 ≤

≤

and

is a large

number. The amount of could be defined by decision maker
and
is a target point for quality the characteristic. For
different values of
the expected loss represents different
expected losses for each type of NTB, LTB, or STB. This
value shows the shifting of to right or left side of target point
and can be chosen zero for STB type, a large number more
than one for LTB type and also 1 for NTB. But, it is strongly
recommended that the target point and specially it does not
need to be a large number or infinity for LTB cases, but it just
needs to be significantly greater than one. In (Sharma et al.,
2007) and (Sharma and Cudney, 2011) has recommended that
in the case of LTB the magnitude of needs to significantly
greater than one but not necessarily a large number or infinity,
and they suggested = 2 is appropriate to be employed in
practice.

Figure 3. An overview of Taguchi crossed array design

In this arrangement, combinations of design variables are
designed as an inner array (input combination), and noise
factors are designed separately in outer array. For each input
combination in inner array, all noise combinations in the outer
array are experimented, see (Park and Antony, 2008; Phadke,
1989).
Types of factors and data in RD
In robust design approach, two types of factors can treat in
experiments, fixed and random types, as depicted in Figure 4
(Parnianifard et al., 2018).

Orthogonal Array (OA)
The OA design has the strength to allocate points in each
corner of design space (Owen, 1992). The OA was adapted to
balance discrete experimental factors in a continues space
(Koehler and Owen, 1996). The orthogonal array is amatrix
with rows and columns where is number of experiments
(input combination) and is number of input factors. Each
factor is divided into
equal size ranges (grids), and sample
points are allocated to these orthogonal grid spaces. In general,
the orthogonal array shows with symbol of ( ), and has
the following properties:
 For the input factor in any column, every level happen
⁄ times.
 For the two input factors in any two columns, every
combination of two levels happen
times.

Figure 4. Different types of factors.

 By replacing any two columns of an orthogonal array,
the remaining arrays are still orthogonal to each other.
 By removing one or some columns of an orthogonal
array, the remaining arrays are orthogonal to each other,
and OA is able to employ a smaller number of factors.

When the factor levels are technically controllable, it means
these factors are ‘fixed’. In addition, levels in this types of
factor can be reexamined and reproduced. ‘Random’ factors
are not technically controllable. Each level does not have
atechnical meaning, and typical levels of a random factor
cannot be reexamined and reproduced. Data in the
experimental environment are usually divided into two
different types of discrete and continuous. Taguchi has divided
each of both types into three classes, as illustrated in Figure 5
(Parnianifard et al., 2018).

More information about constructing and implementing OA as
computer experiments design has been provided in (Koehler
and Owen, 1996; Leung and Wang, 2001).

This classification plays an important role in deciding about a
number of necessity replications for experiments and

 For the two factors in any two columns, all
combinations are combined by levels as belows:

input
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determines the best method for analyzing data (Park, 1996;
Park and Antony, 2008).
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functional relationship = ( , ), where
and
denotes
respectively design and noise (uncertain) factors. The general
overview of a metamodel with uncontrollable noise variables is
illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Types of data based on Taguchi approach.

Hybrid RD withmodel-basedand
optimization methods

metamodel-based

Robust design methodology has been advocated by most
researchers in lots of different studies and it has been
employed to improve the performance and quality of processes
for various problems in the real world (Myers et al., 1992).
Since Genichi Taguchi has introduced his methods for off-line
quality improvement in AT and T Bell laboratories in United
State during 1980 till 1982, robust design method has been
used in many areas in the real world of engineering (Phadke,
1989). The wide application of RD particularly based on
Taguchi approach, have been attended to optimize the various
manufacturing processes under noisy and uncertain condition.
Taguchi RD is afunctional approach that can be combined with
other associated optimization methods particularly with two
categories of robust engineering design approaches, included
model-based and metamodel-based robust optimization
techniques (Beyer and Sendhoff, 2007). In model-based, the
original model is not expensive in term of running experiments
and model output can be used directly in optimization. (BenTal et al., 2009) have presented a number of model-based
robust optimization methodswhen used different scenarios set
of uncertainty in themodel. However, a model-based method
on separate process components included the mean and the
variancehas been proposed by (Myers et al., 2016) which
called dual response surface method.
Many large scales and detailed models in complex system
particularly under uncertainty may be expensive to run in
terms of time-consuming, computational cost, and resources.
Moreover, to address such a challenge, metamodel-based
methods need to be derived via combing by robust design
optimization. Metamodeling is the analysis, construction, and
development of the frames, rules, constraints, models, and
theories applicable and useful for modeling a predefined class
of problems. Computation-intensive of design problems is
becoming increasingly common in manufacturing industries.
Metamodeling techniques have been developed from many
different disciplines including statistics, mathematics,
computer science, and various engineering disciplines (Wang
and Shan, 2007). Global search over design space is the main
goal of model-based algorithms. Modern metamodels such as
Kriging and Radial Basis Function (RBF) assisted optimization
also derive global search. A metamodel or surrogate model by
mathematical expression = ( , ) can replace with true

Figure 6. The viewpoint of metamodel

There are different number of metamodels in literature such as
different order of polynomial regression, Kriging, RBF, and so
on, for more information about metamodels techniques can
refer to (Dellino et al., 2015; Jin et al., 2003; Simpson et al.,
2001; Wang and Shan, 2007). Table 1 shows some main
application of model-based and metamodel-based optimization
methods which combined by RD approach in order to design
and optimize manufacturing and production systems. Among
searching articles, more concentration was undertaken on
studies which have been implemented in recent years to
warranty up-to-data reviewing results.
Strength and weakness viewpointsover RD
The vital role of noise × noise interaction in parameters design
problems has been defended by (Myers et al., 2016). In
addition, the framework of these interactions defines the nature
of non-homogeneity of process variance and typifies the design
of parameters. The application of robust design optimization
has been contributed by thegreatnumber of researchersin
quality improvement of avarious process or product design in
practice, and several appropriate studies have been reviewed
the application of Taguchi methodology in real case studies,
see (Beyer and Sendhoff, 2007; Dellino et al., 2015; Gabrel et
al., 2014; Geletu and Li, 2014; Park and Lee, 2006; Wang and
Shan, 2011).
However, over Taguchi’s idea in designing the process with a
robust framework, some criticism has been extracted from
different studies. (Vining and Myers, 1990) have presented an
analytical study on Taguchi method. They have mentioned five
different criticisms of Taguchi’s approach in robust parameters
design. The first one is the inefficiency of the signal to noise
ratio. The second one is the shortage of ability in Taguchi
design parameters to approach a flexible process modeling.
The third one is the number of experiments in Taguchi robust
design with their SN ratio that is not economical.
Preoccupation with optimization is fourth, and fifth no formal
allowance for sequential experimentation. The Taguchi
approach with its crossed arrays and signal to noise ratios have
emphasized the interaction between design variables with each
other and have ignored the importance of interaction between
design (control) and noise variables (Myers et al., 2016).
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Table 1. Integrating RD with model-based and metamodel-based optimization methods in manufacturing systems
No

Ref.

Model-Based

Metamodel-Based

1

(Zhang & Lu, 2016)

√

Least Median Squares-Weighted Least Squares (LMS-WLS)- Fuzzy Least
Squares method

2

(Liu et al., 2015)

√

Elfving’s theorem- R-optimaldesigns

3

(Wu, 2015)

√

Minimizing the total quality loss (The example of an electron beam surface
hardening process)

4
5
6

(Khan et al., 2015)
(Celano et al., 2014)
(Tsai & Liukkonen, 2016)

√
√
√

Taguchi quality loss function-Cost of Quality (COQ)
Taguchi loss function to implement Shewhart control charts monitoring
Fuzzy logic-based Taguchi method- ANOVA

7

(Tabrizi & Ghaderi, 2016)

√

robust mixed-integer programming mathematical model-NSGA-II

8

(An et al., 2016)

√

3-level-3-factor robust parameter design-ANOVA (for- mulatimemon process
of antimony doped tin oxide (ATO) particles with high conductivity)

9

(Park& Leeds, 2016)

√

Monte Carlo simulation-heuristic approach

10

(Dellino et al., 2012)

√

Latin Hypercube-Kriging (the case of inventory control)

11

(Dellino et al., 2010)

√

Latin Hypercube-RSM (the case of inventory control)

12

(Kleijnen, 2017)

√

Central Composite- Plackett Burman- Fractional Factorial- Latin Hypercube,
Monte Carlo experimentsPolynomial regression- Kriging

13

(Amaran et al., 2016)

√

Space-filling designs-Response surface methodology, Gradient-based methods,
Discrete optimization via simulation- Sample path optimization, Direct search
methods, Random search methods, Model-based methods

14

(Han & Yong Tan, 2016)

√

A Gaussian process metamodel, Monotone cubic spline, computer-aided IPTD
(Integrated Parameter and Tolerance Design) approach – (The case of Design
of a chemical cyclone, Manufacturing processes)

15

(Kleijnen, 2010)

√

16

(Steenackers et al., 2009)

√

Fractional- factorial designs, Central Composite Designs (CCDs)-First-order
and second-degree polynomials (RSM), Kriging, Latin Hypercube Sampling
(LHS)
Response surface techniques, Monte Carlo simulations, Finite element design
(The case of A slat track, structural component of an aircraft wing)

17

(Sharma & Cudney, 2011)

√

18

(Datta & Mahapatra, 2010)

√

19

(Erdbrügge et al., 2011)

√

20

(Peng et al., 2008)

√

In addition, some other drawbacks have been connected to the
traditional Taguchi’s approach. First, in designing variables
with orthogonal arrays and signal to noise ratio, the process
constraint is ignored for designing parameters, and second,
robust design with Taguchi approach just deals with a single
quality characteristic as a response in each run of the method.
So, it could not propose the best design by considering all
responses at the same time. Third, Taguchi method just
investigates best levels of design variables in the discrete
region and could not treat in whole design ranges (Dellino et
al., 2015; Park and Lee, 2006).
Conclusion
In this paper, a brief overview of robust design method based
on Taguchi worldwide viewpoint is provided. The main tools
in RD included quality loss function, orthogonal array, and
crossed array design are elaborated. In addition, the latest
studies on RD method by combining some other optimization
methods in two categories of model-based and metamodelbased are reviewed. At the end, the positive and negative
viewpoints in academicals world over Taguchi robust design is
sketched.

Optimization methods (combined with RD)

Signal-to-noise ratio based on mean squared deviation and signal-to-noise ratio
based on complexity for larger-the-better characteristics
Grey relational analysis-Quadratic mathematical model (Response Surface
Model)-Taguchi’s L27 (3*6) Orthogonal Array (OA) design (maximum MRR,
good surface finish (Application in minimum roughness value and dimensional
accuracy of the product)
Weight matrices for two and more responses to minimizes the conditional mean
of the loss function.
Multivariate quality loss function as an extension of the Taguchi loss functioncash flow function under continuous compounding-minimizing the total cost,
which is the sum of manufacturing cost and the present worth of expected
quality loss
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